Senior Portraits

Appointments are being scheduled now in our Studio!
303 Potrero Street Suite 40-D Santa Cruz, CA 95060

Santa Cruz High School Seniors are being photographed from
July 5 thru October 10, 2017.

Beat the rush!
Please call Covello & Covello Photography
to schedule your appointment @ 831-423-2922.

Attire:
A few basics: Long sleeves are better than short, solids are better than bold patterns or prints, darker colors are better than lighter. If you would like a formal look, tuxedos and drapes are provided at no charge. Seniors purchasing a full session are welcome to do a change of clothing.
Our Studio Garden is available for an outdoor look, without having to go on location.

On-location portraits:
In lieu of a studio portrait session, students may opt to upgrade their portrait session to one of several preselected outdoor locations including ocean, beach, redwoods and duck pond.

Previews:
Seniors and family members will preview their studio portraits in our presentation room immediately after their photography session. It is recommended that a parent accompany their senior and participate in selecting images and ordering packages. A yearbook portrait must be selected at this time.

Incentive for keeping appointment & ordering:
A complimentary set of eight wallets will be offered to any senior who orders a portrait package and keeps their scheduled appointment. An additional set of 8 wallets will be offered to any senior who orders a portrait package at the time of their preview. This is a $36.00 value.*

*Incentives must include portrait package purchase.

Deposit requirements & payment:
Studio portrait sessions, (formal and garden) are $35. Portraits on location are $75. Yearbook only sessions are at no charge.
Session fees and a deposit in an amount of one half of the portraits ordered is due at the time of the portrait session. Final payment, including sales tax, is due upon completion of the order. We accept cash, checks and all major credit cards.